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(54) A slitter-winder of a fiber web production line

(57) The invention relates to a winder guard (25) in
a two-drum winder which combines the web cutting and
the winder guard functions to one device. The winder
guard (25) is movable in an arcuate path around the front
(downstream) winding drum (12). The winder guard (25)
has an upstream edge on which a cutting blade (20) is
mounted so as to align with the winder guard (25), and
pass between the two winding drums (11, 12) and then
to be bent to engage the rear (upstream) winding drum

(11) so as to cut a plurality of partial fiber webs (WP) slit
from a machine web (W) in a slitter and wrapped around
the rear winding drum (11) onto winding cores (14)
around which customer rolls (10) are wound. Adequate
space beneath the winding drums (11,12) for mainte-
nance and broke cleanup is provided by winder guard
movement along an arcuate path around the front wind-
ing drum (1).
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Description

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] Not applicable.

STATEMENT AS TO RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS MADE 
UNDER FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT

[0002] Not applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The present invention relates to a slitter-winder
of a fiber web production line in general, and in particular
to guards for increased safety of a slitter-winder and sev-
ering of the fiber web in the slitter winder.
[0004] It is known that a fiber web, e.g. paper, is man-
ufactured in machines which together constitute a paper-
manufacturing line which can be hundreds of meters
long. Modem paper machines can produce over 450,000
tons of paper per year. The speed of the paper machine
can exceed 2,000 m/min and the width of the fiber web
can be more than 11 meters.
[0005] In paper-manufacturing lines, the manufacture
of paper takes place as a continuous process. A fiber
web completing in the paper machine is reeled by a reel-
up around a reeling shaft, i.e. a reel spool, into a parent
roll, the diameter of which can be more than 5 meters
and the weight more than 160 tons. The purpose of reel-
ing is to modify the fiber web manufactured as planar to
a more easily processable form. On the reel-up located
in the main machine line, the continuous process of the
paper machine breaks for the first time, and shifts into
periodic operation.
[0006] The web of the parent roll produced in paper
manufacture is full-width and can be more than 100 km
long so it must be slit into partial webs with suitable width
and length for the customers of the paper mill and wound
around cores into so-called customer rolls before deliv-
ering them from the paper mill. This slitting and winding
up of the web takes place as known in an appropriate
separate machine, i.e., a slitter-winder.
[0007] On the slitter-winder, the parent roll is unwound,
the wide web is slit on the slitting section into several
narrower partial webs which are wound up on the winding
section around winding cores, such as spools, into cus-
tomer rolls. When the customer rolls are completed, the
slitter-winder is stopped and the wound rolls, i.e., the so-
called set, is removed from the machine. Then, the proc-
ess is continued with the winding of a new set. These
steps of so-called set change are repeated in sequences
periodically until paper runs out of the parent roll, whereby
a parent roll change is performed and the operation starts
again as the unwinding of a new parent roll.
[0008] Slitter-winders employ winding devices of dif-
ferent types depending on, inter alia, the type of the fiber

web being wound. On slitter-winders of the two drum
winder type, the web is guided from the unwinding via
guide rolls to the slitting section where the web is slit into
partial webs which are further guided to the winding (sup-
port or carrier) drum of the two drum winder, and slit com-
ponent webs are wound around a winding core supported
on two drums or one drum or a set of drums or two sets
of drums. The present invention relates to two-drum
winders with two winding drums.
[0009] On many two drum winders, space beneath the
winding drums is limited, making maintenance and paper
broke (scrap) cleanup difficult. In some cases the limited
space is also a safety concern.
[0010] In two drum winders various web cutting blade
arrangements have been used to sever the web from a
completed wound roll during the set change sequence
so it can be started onto a new set of cores, and to sever
the web during the threading process. The most preva-
lent method has been a blade mounted from a support
beam with the blade coming up between the front and
rear winding drums, which requires various linkage and
cam roller guides to guide the cross-machine support
beam and considerable space is required under the wind-
ing drums.
[0011] During recent years a splice guard (a guard)
has been used on some winders to cover the top of the
rotating front (downstream) winding drum to protect op-
erators from contact or entry into the nip produced by the
front drum and a partially wound roll when threading the
winder to a partially wound roll after a web break. The
movable winder guard is typically pivoted about the axis
of the front winding drum.
[0012] The cutting operation has been provided either
with a cutting blade moving vertically in the space be-
tween the winding drums or with a cutting blade moving
in an arcuate path around the rear (upstream) winding
drums. On many winders, space beneath the winding
drums is limited making maintenance and paper broke
(scrap) cleanup difficult. In some cases the limited space
is also a safety concern. Thus providing also the safety
guard with the front winding drum has been problematic
as the construction space needed raises further prob-
lems in this limited space beneath the winding drums.
[0013] In US patent 4,368,855 is disclosed a known
web winding apparatus comprising a pair of space apart
support rolls (winding drums) for a core tube (winding
core) to be placed thereon, means for driving at least one
of said rolls, means for delivering a web onto a core tube
supported on said rolls, and means for cutting (severing)
the web when it is desired to replace the core tube, where-
in said cutting means comprises an elongated blade ex-
tending longitudinally of the rolls, and means for advanc-
ing and retracting said blade in the space between said
rolls so as to contact and cut said web in advanced po-
sition and to withdraw said web into standby position be-
tween cuttings. The blade can be caused to move in a
straight line or an arcuate path between active and inac-
tive positions and guide means may be provided to pre-
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vent skewing. It is disclosed that in this known arrange-
ment the cutting means move in the straight line in a
vertical direction between the support rolls or in the ar-
cuate path around the rear, i.e. the upstream support roll.
[0014] In U.S. Patent No. 6,616,085 is disclosed a
winding splicing nip guard, which is mounted for rotation
about the downstream drum of a winder having two
spaced apart winding drums which support a customer
roll. The guard has a D-shaped leading-edge which ap-
proaches the customer roll. The leading-edge is articu-
lated so that if an operator hand becomes wedged be-
tween the leading-edge and the customer roll, articulation
on the leading-edge closes a switch which brings the
winder to a stop. A hydraulic actuator extends between
a lowermost radial edge of each sector shaped extension
and a fixed support. Operation of the hydraulic actuator
causes the guard to rotate about the axis of the down-
stream winding drum so as to be between the operator
and the downstream side of the winding drum. The lead-
ing edge of the guard is positioned to limit operator ac-
cess to the nip formed between the customer roll and the
downstream winding drum.
[0015] U.S. Patent No. 6,588,698 discloses a winding
machine comprising a winder drum, and a roll core at
least partially supported on the winder drum, and a web
of material being wound around the roll core to form a
web reel in response to rotation of the winder drum and
the web reel, the point where the web reel rotates into
contact with the support drum being called the nip. The
winding machine further includes a nip safety guard hav-
ing a finger presence sensor, the nip safety guard sup-
porting the finger presence sensor adjacent the web reel
and the support drum. A moving mechanism moves and
locates the nip safety guard and the finger presence sen-
sor thereon depending on the size of the web reel so that
the finger presence sensor is located closely spaced from
the web reel and thus spaced a safe distance from the
nip. The safety guard moving mechanism further is con-
trolled by a controller which receives input from a web
reel height measuring instrument, which allows proper
positioning of the guard by the moving mechanism to
position the finger sensor. More particularly, the winding
machine nip safety guard comprises a safety shield that
covers the support drum and is mounted for rotation
about the support drum, the safety shield having an edge
which can be moved to closely approach the web reel.
The moving mechanism is used to move the safety shield
away from the nip during higher speed winding and to-
wards the nip before the operator approaches the winder.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0016] The winder has two spaced apart winding
drums which support at least one, and usually a plurality
of customer rolls. Upstream of the winder a slitter cuts a
wider or machine fiber web into narrower particular partial
webs. The slitter slits the full width fiber web as it is being
unwound from a parent roll into the partial webs. After

the full width fiber web has been slit into partial webs, the
partial webs partially wrap the upstream i.e., rear, winding
drum and then wrap winding cores to form the customer
rolls. Both or at least one of the winding drums are driven
to cause the customer rolls to rotate. A movable winder
guard is mounted for rotation about the downstream i.e.,
front, winding drum. The downstream edge of the mov-
able guard is provided to limit operator access to the nip
formed between the customer roll and the downstream
winding drum and the upstream edge of the movable
guard is provided with a cutting means for severing the
fiber web.
[0017] The invention combines web cutting and the
winder guard functions in one device in which the winder
guard has a hingedly mounted cutting blade at the up-
stream edge of the guard. The guard is mounted for
movement in an arcuate path around the front i.e., down-
stream, winding drum, of the winder, so that the blade
moves to a position where it cuts the web as the web
extends to costumer rolls being formed on the winder.
[0018] This approach of arranging a web cutter, cutting
blade, or other cutting means, in connection with the front
winding drum and combining the web blade with the mov-
able winder guard into one combined device requires little
or no space under the winder and thus provides adequate
space beneath the winding drums for maintenance and
broke cleanup. The winder guard, required for the guard
function simultaneously provides support for the web cut-
ting blade. Thus the combination web cutting blade and
movable guard eliminates the need for a separate web
cutting blade and its cross-machine support. Combining
the web cutting and safety guard functions into one de-
vice reduces the number of components required and
potentially reduces manufacturing and machine mainte-
nance costs.
[0019] It is a feature of the present invention to provide
a winder with a movable guard at the front winding drum
to increase operator safety and prevent the operator from
coming in contact with a nip formed between the down-
stream winding drum and the customer roll and to provide
the winder with a movable guard with cutting means to
sever the partial fiber webs.
[0020] It is a further feature of the invention to provide
the web cutting means with a hingedly mounted web cut-
ting blade.
[0021] It is a yet further feature of the present invention
to provide a winder with a movable guard with a cutting
blade, and incorporating a core loader.
[0022] According to yet further features of the present
invention the winder guard comprises at least a one part
structure, covering at least a part of the circumference
of the front winding drum, and spaced apart from the
surface of the front winding drum. Further the winder
guard may comprise a movable part and a fixed part.
[0023] According to yet further features of the present
invention the winder guard is arranged to be movable on
an outside support guide, or the winder guard is arranged
to be supported on support structures of the front winding
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drum.
[0024] The invention and its further objects, features,
and advantages may be more fully understood by refer-
ence to the following drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] FIG. 1 is a schematic three dimensional view of
a two-drum winder of a slitter winder.
[0026] FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of the winder
of FIG. 1 showing the combination of winder guard and
web cutting blade according to one embodiment this of
invention.
[0027] FIG. 3 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination of a winder guard and the web cut-
ting blade of Fig. 2 without the drive shaft and the bearing
housing of the front winding drum and without the actu-
ating means of the web cutting and winder guard device.
[0028] FIG. 4 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination device of winder guard and web
cutting blade of FIGS. 2 - 3 in guard position.
[0029] FIG. 5 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination device of winder guard and web
cutting blade of FIGS. 2 - 3 in web cutting position.
[0030] FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination device of winder guard and web
cutting blade of FIGS. 2 - 3 in a position where the web
cutting blade is between the winding drums.
[0031] FIG. 7 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination device of winder guard and web
cutting blade of FIGS. 2 - 3 in the home position during
winding of a set of customer rolls.
[0032] FIG. 8 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination of winder guard and web cutting
blade and a core loader in position where the web cutting
blade is in home position and the winding of the new set
of customer rolls has begun.
[0033] In FIG. 9 is a side elevational view of the winder
and the combination of winder guard and web cutting
blade and a core loader of FIG. 8 in position where the
cores are moved onto the support of the winding drums
of the winder.
[0034] FIG. 10 is a side elevational view of another
embodiment of the winder and the combination device
of winder guard and web cutter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0035] During the course of this description like num-
bers and signs will be used to identify like elements ac-
cording to the different views which illustrate the inven-
tion. In the figures the direction of movement or of rotation
of the drums 11, 12, and the rolls 10 are indicated by
arrows.
[0036] As shown in FIG. 1, a winder 15 has a rear wind-
ing drum 11 and a front winding drum 12 which support
customer rolls 10. The rear winding drum 11 has a driving
shaft 16, which is supported at each end by a bearing

housing 18 and correspondingly the front winding drum
12 has a drum shaft 17, which is supported at each end
by a bearing housing 19. The customer rolls 10 form a
first nip N11 with the rear winding drum 11 and a second
nip N12 with the front winding drum 12. Partial fiber webs
WP are formed by slitting from a parent web W which is
unwound from a parent roll (not shown). After longitudinal
slitting by slitter blades 45 the partial fiber webs WP wrap
around the rear winding drum 11 and onto winding cores
14 around which the customer rolls 10 are wound. In FIG.
1, guide rolls 40 guide the web W from an unwinder (not
shown) to the slitter blades 45 by which the full width fiber
web W is longitudinally slit into partial webs WP and after
slitting the partial webs WP are guided by guide roll(s)
40, the number of guide rolls depending on the layout of
the slitter-winder. Web spreading rolls 46 are located on
both sides of the partial webs. The guide rolls 40, and
the spreading rolls 46 guide the partial webs WP to the
winder 15 in which the customer rolls 10 are wound
around the winding cores 14 by the winding drums 11, 12.
[0037] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 the winder 15 has
two winding drums, rear winding drum 11 and a front
winding drum 12, on which the customer rolls 10 are sup-
ported and wound around the winding cores 14. The front
winding drum 12 is provided with a combination device
formed by a movable winder guard 25 with cutting blade
20 hingedly joined to the guard by a joint or hinge 22.
The cutting blade 20 forms a means for cutting the webs
WP. The circumferential extent of the movable winder
guard 25 with the hinged cutting blade 20 is such that it
protects any object, for example a hand of an operator,
from entering the winding nip N12 when the guard is po-
sitioned as shown in FIG. 4. The guard may comprise a
one part structure, as shown in FIG.10, or a two part
structure, as shown in FIGS. 2 - 9, or the guard may be
structured of several parts attached to each other.
[0038] In FIG. 2 by dashed lines has been illustrated
schematically progress of winding from cores 14 to slight-
ly wound customer rolls 21 to completed customer rolls
10 shown in solid lines.
[0039] As shown in FIG. 2, the front winding drum 12
is provided with a drum shaft 17 for rotational movement
and bearing housings 19 support the drum shaft 17 at
each end. The movable winder guard 25 is supported on
the bearing housing 19. A machined pivot bearing sur-
face for the movable guard 25 is integrated as part of the
bearing housing 19, but can be mounted separately. Ac-
tuating means 50 are provided for the movement of the
movable guard 25. The actuating means 50 is shown as
a hydraulic cylinder type rotary actuator, but could use a
pneumatic or electrical actuator. In FIG. 2 the actuating
means 50 comprise a cylinder 51 with reciprocating mo-
tion that rotates a gear rim 52 that transmits the rotational
movement to the movable winder guard 25 with a corre-
sponding counter element (not shown) on the other side
of the winding drum 12.
[0040] As shown in FIG. 3, the combination device of
the winder guard 25 and the web cutting blade 20 is in
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the home position with the winder guard’s upstream edge
having a joint formed by the hinge 22 which connects to
the cutting blade 20. The winder guard may also comprise
a safety curtain 55 connected to the guard 25 between
an upstream edge and a downstream edge of the guard
so that the curtain covers the space between the front
winding drum and the floor 54 or a corresponding support
structure on the operating side of the front winding drum.
[0041] In FIGS. 2 - 7 is schematically shown one em-
bodiment of the invention. Typically the operator, when
necessary, accesses the customer roll 10 facing the front
winding drum 12. In order to prevent the operator’s hand
from being drawn into the nip N12, the winder comprises
a movable winder guard 25. The movable winder guard
25 extends substantially over the width of the winder and
extends circumferentially over the front winding drum 12
covering at least part of the circumference of the front
winding drum 12. In addition to the movable winder guard
25 a flexible guard, for example a safety curtain 55 such
as a flexible cloth skirt can be provided to supplement
the guarding function of the movable guard 25 such that
the safety of operating personnel is enhanced. The wind-
er guard 25 has been arranged to move an arcuate path
around the front of the winding drum 12 by the actuating
means 50 that is advantageously a hydraulic cylinder
type rotary actuator. At one end of the movement path,
as shown in FIG. 4 the movable guard 25 is positioned
such that its downstream end 29 protects the operator
from the nip N12 area between the forming customer roll
10 and the front winding drum 12. At the other end of the
movement path, shown in FIG. 5, the movable guard 25
is positioned such that its upstream end 28 with the cut-
ting blade 20 is located in the space between the winding
drums 11, 12 and the customer roll 10 such that the cut-
ting blade 20 is positioned for severing the fiber web WP
against the rear winding drum cylindrical surface 27. The
hinged blade 20 running across the machine is added to
the upstream edge of the movable guard 25, using the
movable guard 25 as its cross-machine support struc-
ture. The cutting blade forming the cutter of the web cut-
ting means 20 is on the opposite edge 24 of the movable
winder guard 25 as that of the edge 23 used to protect
the operator from the customer roll 10 to the front drum
nip N12. The movable guard is provided with the cutting
blade 20 that is turnably attached to the guard 25 by the
hinge 22.
[0042] As shown in FIG. 4 the movable guard 25 is
rotated up (counterclockwise) from its "home position" to
a position over the top of the front winding drum 12 to
provide the guarding function.
[0043] As shown in FIG. 5 the movable guard 25 is
rotated in the opposite direction (clockwise) from its
"home position" to the web cutting position. When the
movable guard 25 is in its clockwise position, the hinged
web cutting blade 20 is rotated (counterclockwise) so the
cutting blade 20 cutting edge, for example formed by cut-
ting teeth, is pointing toward the rear winding drum 11
so the webs WP can be torn against the cutting edge.

Actuation of the hinged cutting blade’s 20 rotation can
be by an actuator or a linkage arrangement tied to mov-
able guard’s 25 rotation. Rotation of the movable guard
25 can be generated by electrical, hydraulic, or other type
of actuator through a linkage, gear train, or other me-
chanical means.
[0044] As shown in FIG. 6 the web cutting blade 20
and its hinge arrangement 22 must be able to rise be-
tween the front and rear winding drums 12, 11 to get to
the cut position. The gap 26 between the drums 11, 12
varies with the brand, model, and winding drum diameter
of the particular winder. The drum gap 26 is typically in
the 20 mm to 30 mm range. This means that the cutting
blade 20 and its cross machine support formed by the
winder guard 25 in the area near the blade 20 is advan-
tageously close to the front winding drum 12 as it passes
between the drums 11, 12. Further, the blade 20 should
be movable between a first position substantially aligned
with the guard body, so as to pass through the gap 26
between the rear winding drum 11 and the front winding
drum 12, and a second position extending away from the
winder guard body 25 toward, or to engage, the rear wind-
er drum.
[0045] As shown in FIG. 7 when the winder is running
and the unit is at its "home position", the movable guard
25 and the cutting blade 20 should be further away from
the front drum 12 surface to avoid damage if the fiber
web W being wound would break and start to wrap the
front drum 12.
[0046] To provide the increased clearance between
the front drum 12 and the movable guard 25 in the home
position, the pivot bearing surface for the movable guard
25 defines an axis R25 such that the guard is eccentric
to the rotational axis R24 of the front drum 12. The ma-
chined pivot bearing surface for the movable guard 25 is
integrated as part of the bearing housing 19, but can be
mounted separately. There are other mechanical means
to vary the clearance, but the eccentric pivot is the sim-
plest form.
[0047] As shown in FIG. 7, centers of the rotational
axis R24 of the front winding drum 12 and the rotational
axis R25 of the movable winder guard 25 are spaced
apart. The rotational centers R24, R25 are spaced apart
for avoiding damage during rotational movement of the
movable guard 25 so that the upstream edge of the mov-
able guard 25 is during the movement through the gap
26 between the winding drums 11, 12 as close as pos-
sible to the front winding drum 12 and farther from the
rear winding drum 11 during winding such as shown in
FIG. 7.
[0048] The movable guard 25 can also arranged to be
rotatable around the same rotational center R24 as the
front winding drum 12.
[0049] In FIGS. 8 - 9 is shown an embodiment in which
a movable winder guard 125 is shown which also has a
core loader 30 for loading at least one winding core 14
to be supported by the winding drums 11, 12. The core
loader 30 is attached to the downstream end 29 of the
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winder guard 125. The core loader 30 has portions form-
ing a space 32 into which the core(s) 14 to be loaded are
placed. The core(s) 14 are fed onto the support of the
core loader 30 when the guard 125 is positioned in home
position which is illustrated with respect to guard 125 in
FIG. 7. The movable guard 125 is rotated around the
front winding drum 12 such that the core loader 30 is
positioned above an upper space 34 defined between
and above the winding drums 11, 12 as shown in FIG.
9. The winder guard 125 substantially covers the upper
part of the front winding drum when the core 14 is re-
leased and placed onto the winding drums 11, 12 for the
beginning of winding.
[0050] The movable guard 225 can also be provided
with an attaching and movement arrangement 56 located
outside the winding drum 12, as shown in FIG. 10. For
example a guide arrangement 61 onto which the movable
guard 225 is movably attached to provide the movement
path so as to obtain the functions of the movable guard
225 for guarding the nip N12 and for cutting the web(s)
WP.
[0051] In the embodiment according to FIG. 10 the
combination device of winder guard 225 and cutting
means with a hinged cutting blade 20 is provided with
support rolls 63 that are attached to the guard 225 and
move in guide grooves 64 of a guide support 61. The
guard 225 moves from the guard position shown by sup-
port rolls 63 at positions 65, to cutting position, shown by
support roll positions 66. Thus the movement path of the
winder guard 225 is defined by the guide support 61 and
its guide grooves 64. The guard 225 is provided by an
actuator (not shown) for the movement. The actuator is
for example a hydraulic cylinder or a chain drive mech-
anism. The winder guard 225 comprises also cutting
means 20 and optionally a core loader (not shown) as
described above. In this figure the rear winding drum 11
has a driving shaft 16, which is supported at each end
by a bearing housing 18 and correspondingly the front
winding drum 12 has a drum shaft 17, which is supported
at each end by a bearing housing 19.
[0052] It should be understood that the two drum wind-
er as used in the claims includes winders with two or
more drums unless more specifically limited, e.g., as hav-
ing only two winding drums.
[0053] It should be understood that the two drum wind-
er can be used for forming costumer rolls of such as pa-
per, board, or tissue.
[0054] While the invention has been described with ref-
erence to the preferred embodiments thereof, it will be
appreciated by those skilled in the art that modifications
can be made to the structure and elements of the inven-
tion without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention as a whole.
[0055] It is understood that the invention is not limited
to the particular construction and arrangement of parts
herein illustrated and described, but embraces all such
modified forms thereof as come within the scope of the
following claims.

The invention relates to a winder guard in a two-drum
winder which combines the web cutting and the winder
guard functions to one device. The winder guard is mov-
able in an arcuate path around the front (downstream)
winding drum. The winder guard has an upstream edge
on which a cutting blade is mounted so as to align with
the winder guard, and pass between the two winding
drums and then to be bent to engage the rear (upstream)
winding drum so as to cut a plurality of partial fiber webs
WP slit from a machine web W in a slitter and wrapped
around the rear winding drum onto winding cores 14
around which customer rolls 10 are wound. Adequate
space beneath the winding drums for maintenance and
broke cleanup is provided by winder guard movement
along an arcuate path around the front winding drum.

Claims

1. A winder comprising:

a front winding drum mounted for rotation;
at least one winding core;
a rear winding drum mounted for rotation, and
closely spaced from the front winding drum, so
as to form a gap therebetween, and to support
the at least one winding core between the front
winding drum and the rear winding drum over
the gap;
wherein the winding core is supported on the
front and rear winding drums so that the front
winding drum forms a second winding nip with
the winding core, and the rear winding drum
forms a first winding nip with the winding core,
so that a customer roll can be wound onto the
core between and in nipping engagement with
the front winding drum and the rear winding
drum;
a movable guard mounted for rotation about the
front winding drum, having a downstream edge
and an upstream edge and portions therebe-
tween positionable to cover the front winding
drum adjacent the second winding nip formed
by the front winding drum and a forming custom-
er roll;
an actuator connected to the guard to cause the
guard to rotate;
a cutter attached to the upstream edge of the
movable guard; and
the upstream edge of the guard and the cutter
attached thereto positionable, by rotation of the
guard, through the gap to position the cutter to
sever the fiber web.

2. The winder of claim 1 wherein the cutter is a web
cutting blade that is hingedly connected by a joint to
the upstream edge of the guard.
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3. The winder of claim 1 wherein the guard further com-
prises a core loader mounted to the downstream
edge so that a core can be delivered to be supported
between the front winding drum and the rear winding
drum over the gap, by rotation of the guard.

4. The winder of claim 1 wherein the movable guard
with the cutter is movable in an arcuate path around
the front winding drum.

5. The winder of claim 1 wherein the downstream edge
of the guard is movable to limit operator access to
the second nip formed between a customer roll and
the downstream winding drum.

6. The winder of claim 1 wherein the guard comprises
at least one part covering at least a part of a circum-
ference of the front winding drum the at least one
part being spaced apart from the surface of the front
winding drum.

7. The winder of claim 1 wherein the guard further com-
prises a flexible part attached to the guard between
the downstream edge and the upstream edge.

8. The winder of claim 1 wherein the winder guard is
arranged to be movable on an outside support guide.

9. The winder of claim 1 wherein the winder guard is
arranged to be supported on support structures of
the front winding drum.

10. A winder guard, in a two drum winder having a rear
winding drum and a front winding drum, the rear
winding drum closely spaced from the front winding
drum so as to form a gap therebetween, and to sup-
port at least one winding core or costumer roll over
the gap in nipping engagement and between the
front winding drum and the rear winding drum, the
at least one winding core or customer roll being
wrapped by at least one fiber web which passes un-
der the rear winding roll and through a nip formed
between the rear winding drum and at least one wind-
ing core or customer roll, and wraps on to the at least
one winding core or customer roll, comprising:

a structural guard body mountable for rotation
about at least a portion of a front winding drum
of a two drum winder, wherein the guard body
has a downstream edge and an upstream edge
and portions therebetween positionable to cover
the front winding drum adjacent a winding nip
formed between the front winding drum and a
forming customer roll to from a safety guard
which shields operators from contact or entry
into the nip formed between the front winding
drum and the forming customer roll; and
a cutter blade mounted to the upstream edge of

the guard body, so that the blade is movable
between a first position substantially aligned
with the guard body, so as to pass through the
gap between the rear winding drum and the front
winding drum, and a second position where the
blade extends away from the guard body toward
the rear winding drum, so as to cut the at least
one fiber web wrapping the rear winding drum.

11. The winder of claim 10 wherein the cutting blade is
hingedly connected by a joint to the upstream edge
of the guard structure.

12. The winder of claim 10 further comprising a core
loader mounted to the downstream edge of the guard
structure so that a core can be delivered to be sup-
ported between the front winding drum and the rear
winding drum over the gap, by rotation of the guard
about the front winding drum.

13. The winder of claim 10 wherein the movable guard
with the web cutter is movable in an arcuate path
around the front winding drum.

14. The winder of claim 10 wherein the guard further
comprises a flexible part attached to the guard be-
tween the downstream edge and the upstream edge.

15. The winder of claim 10 wherein the winder guard is
arranged to be movable on a support guide not part
of the front roll or a bearing housing of the front roll.

16. The winder of claim 10 wherein the winder guard is
arranged to be supported on support structures of
the front winding drum.

17. A winder guard, in a two drum winder having a rear
winding drum, and a front winding drum, the rear
winding drum closely spaced from the front winding
drum so as to form a gap therebetween and to sup-
port at least one winding core or costumer roll over
the gap in nipping engagement with and between
the front winding drum and the rear winding drum,
wherein the rear winding drum is wrapped by at least
one fiber web which passes under the rear winder
drum and through a nip formed between the rear
winding drum and the at least one winding core or
costumer roll, and wraps on to the at least one wind-
ing core or costumer roll, wherein the winder guard
is movable in an arcuate path around the front wind-
ing drum, comprising:

wherein the winder guard has an upstream edge
on which a cutting blade is mounted so as to
align with the winder guard and pass between
the two winding drums and then to be bent to-
wards the rear winding drum so as to cut at least
one fiber web wrapped around the rear winding
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drum and extend onto the at least one winding
core or costumer roll.

18. The winder of claim 17 wherein the cutting blade is
hingedly connected by a joint to an upstream edge
of the winder guard.

19. The winder of claim 17 wherein the winder guard
further comprises a downstream edge, and a core
loader mounted to the downstream edge so that a
core can be delivered to be supported between the
front winding drum and the rear winding drum over
the gap, by rotation of the winder guard counterclock-
wise.

20. The winder of claim 17 wherein the winder guard
further comprises a downstream edge, and wherein
the winder guard is movable in a counterclockwise
direction to limit operator access to a nip formed be-
tween a customer roll and the downstream winding
drum.
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